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This report is for design programmers, developers, coders, and programming technical 
writers. The focus is on producing method of operation diagrams that picture the interna I 
functions of a programming system. 

The main objective is to improve communication procedures and techniques through the 
effective use of functiona I operation diagrams. 

The report describes how to produce operation diagrams that depict the interna I functions 
of a program system or subsystem. Instructions are given on how to produce single diagrams or 
sets of diagrams that convey functional information efficiently. 

A single method called HIPO (Hierarchy plus Input--Process--Output) is stressed for two 
reasons: 

I. The method is a natural reflection of the development and implementation process 
and will be relatively easy to master. 

2. H I PO is a common base, or graph i c language, through wh i ch we can understand 
one another. 

Some of the diagramming techn iques presented herein will find natural appl ications in the 
daily traffic of technical correspondence among all IBM personnel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginn ing of "software", the programm ing commun ity has thought of software 
products as being largely invisible, and having no recordable, functional structures. We have 
learned to think and to document in terms of the code only, rather than of the functions we 
support with the code. 

So when the system is subsequently modified, we relegate ourselves to working in the dark. 
At each release we spend much time working with the pieces to get an idea of the whole. And 
we pay the price in terms of hidden interfaces, integration prob lems, and sl ipped schedules. 

It does not have to be this way. Functional program structures can be graphically 
recorded in much the same way as building structures are recorded in blueprints. 

WHAT HIPO IS 

HIPO, Hierarchy plus Input--Process--Output, is a method of graphically describing 

interna I function by structuring a presentation from genera I to deta iled levels in a set of 

method of operation diagrams. A HIPO presentation consists of: 

• A group plan. 

o Any number of functiona I packages (determined by the group plan). 

o Visual tables of contents to each of the functional packages or, later 

in the effort, a single table of contents to the entire presentation. 

THE GROUP PLAN 

Initial work is done at the project planning stage to develop a plan that specifies the 

major functional breakouts for the project. It is important to do a group plan before 

beginning the individual packages to help prevent subsequent duplication of effort on the parts 

of the programmers or writers doing the packages. 

An example of a group plan call ing for five functional packages is shown in Appendix B. 

VISUAL TABLES OF CONTENTS 

A visual table of contents is prepared for each of the packages. It shows: 

• The structura I relationsh ips of the diagrams with in the package. 

• The contents of each of the diagrams. 

• A legend applying both to the individual package and the total presentation. 
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Visual tables of contents appear as the first diagrams in Appendixes C and D. 

Note: After all packages are firm, their individual tables of contents can be replaced by a 

single, comprehensive visual table of contents if the size of the total presentation is small 

enough that a single contents page is practical. 

A FUNCTIONAL PACKAGE 

Each of the packages contains a visual table of contents, one or more overviews, and a 

number of low level diagrams showing the implementation and/or design of a function. 

The number of levels in a package is determined by the number of IIfunctional subassemblies ll
, 

the complexity of the materia I, and the amount of information to be documented. Although 

there are no theoretical limits to the number of levels of detail, a practical limit is five levels, 

including the overview. Beyond this, the package will become difficult to refer to for 

information. Usually a package will result in three or, infrequently, four levels of diagrams. 

The overview, or upper level, diagrams act as introductions to the functions and directors 

to the low level, detailed diagrams. 

INPUTS PROCESS OUTPUTS 
.;.; .;;:;:;:;:;;;:;:;:;:. ::::::::: -- ] .. m: .. 

-~ > 
:::: :::: ~~~: 

:::: 
.::: 

\ \ \ 
.;.; ';';';';';';";<\..; :;:; .;.;.;.; ';';;!'l':;:; :;:; 

\ 2-4 \ 5-7 \ 8-10 
SEE 
DIAGRAMS 

DIAGRAM 1: SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
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INPUTS OUTPUTS 
SCAN PROCESS 

INBUF = 

ISTMTI 
~ 
~ 

INITIAL TEXT 
USED BY 
ANALYZE 
PROCESS 

SEE LOW LEVEL (DIAGRAM 5) 
DIAGRAMS FOR 
DETAILS 3 4 

DIAGRAM 2: SCAN PROCESS 

The low level diagrams contain "unit level" information (that level of information 

reflecting the actual workings of the system). Each low level diagram is arranged to best show: 

• A process that supports the function being described. 

• Results of the process. 

• Requirements for processing. 

Stated graphically: 

INPUTS PROCESS OUTPUTS 

The information in a low level diagram changes from time to time in the development 

cycle; that is, during early design phases, the unit level deals with basic design plans. 

During the implementation phase, this information consists of basic implementation points (how 

the design points have been implemented). This is discussed in more detail under "Define 

the Objectives of the Diagrams." 

A typical functional package appears in Appendix C. Examples of low level diagrams are 

included in Appendixes C, D, and E. (Appendixes C and D show diagrams done in the design 
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phase; Appendix E shows diagrams that reflect functional points and the implementation of 

those po i nts • ) 

THE VALUE OF HIPO 

In discussing the value of HIPO, it is necessary to discuss a few of our major communication 

problems: 

• We document large systems as though they were sma II ones. 

• We don't document function soon enough. 

• We spend inordinate amounts of time on informal education during the development 

process. 

LARGE SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 

As systems get larger, a time comes when restructuring becomes necessary. A point is 

reached where systems, "done" in the old way, become inefficient because of their very sizes 

or degrees of complexity. 

Methods of communication are not exceptions to this rule; as the amounts of information 

increase, systems must be described in terms of more comprehensive subsystems and higher level 

concepts so that the users of those systems can be better equipped to get to the points of their 

problems quickly. 

Unfortunately, the descriptions of our programming systems have not advanced with 

increased system complexities, sizes, and technological breakthroughs in the software area. 

Our documentation methods are sometimes tantamount to describing computer hardware solely 

in terms of electronic circuit components. 

This is not to say that unit level information is unnecessary. After all, it is the unit level 

information that reflects the true workings of the system. And it is th is information that we 

must, in the end, use to solve our problems. But we have cast ourselves in the roles of low

level part makers, each describing how his part makes the total system go. 

HIPO eases this problem in the area of internal function by providing a hierarchial frame

work under wh ich the higher level functions can be pictured. Relationsh ips simi lor to the 

country--state--city map structures are established to help the user get quick Iy to the point of 

his problem. 

FUNCTIONAL DOCUMENTATION 

In the development effort, we neglect program logic throughout the late stages of the cycle 
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and instead concern ourselves primarily with producing massive amounts of code-oriented 

information with little or no good pictures of how things really tie together. 

At the end of the cycle, an attempt is made to "rediscover" function by analyzing listings 

and reading various specification material that was generated earl ier in the cycle. But this 

process is very difficult to do because: 

• During implementation, functions become intermixed with other functional structures 

in the code. 

Three major functions -- before implementation. 

THREE MAJOR FUNCTIONS-BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION. 

A II B I~ 

AFTER IMPLEMENTATION. 

2 MODULE 3 

• Furthermore, as a project moves through the development cycle, our thinking becomes 

implementation-oriented, and less oriented toward the logic beh ind what is being done. 

Thus, late in the cycle, we speak more of routine organizations and the code-oriented 

jobs we are doing rather than of logic. 

So the task of rediscovering function late in the cycle (or at the beginning of the next 

release) is made very difficult. 

The HIPO approach solves the problem of vanishing functional logic by providing a 

framework for establishing and documenting these functional structures early in the cycle and 

then developing the documentation concurrent with the design and'implementation of the 

function. As an added benefit, HIPO will act as a tool to assist the designer/developer in 

thinking his way through the project and in uncovering logic errors early in the design stage. 

The following diagram shows how, ideally, basic functiona I information can be produced 

early and then developed through the cycle. 

EDUCATION 

As we move from release to release, the system base is altered to accommodate new or 

changed functions. In modifying the base, the delta (design change) programmers have 

PlM's, listings, and (sometimes) base module owners available for the education process. 
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The PLMs are not currently suitable for helping the programmers come to a quick understand

ing of the base. And the module owners, if available, have problems of their own. So this 

leaves the listings, which are at a low level of detail. 

In using the listings, the delta programmer is forced to work with large amounts of detailed 

information in order to reconstruct the base logic to the point where he can understand all of 

the areas that will be affected by his design. Only after the programmer is familiar with the 

base can he begin serious work on the new functional design. 

This problem is compounded by the fact that in a g,iven release there can very well be more 

than one function affecting the same base. Furthermore, the designers of the different functions 

might be geographically separated. 

HIPO can ease some of the education and communication problems by providing a framework 

for a common, visible base in the form of a structured set of diagrams. Education time will be 

lessened because the programmer can famil iarize himself first at the general levels and then at 

the lower levels, as appl icab Ie. 

Integration problems and adverse impact with other programming groups will be easier to 

check earlier because the different groups can mark their delta changes on copies of the same 

set of base diagrams. 

OTHER FEATURES 

Making the programming functional structures visible should cause marked improvements in 

many areas. Look for: 

Better control over the des ign, deve lopment, and implementation of a system: 

I. In clearer definitions of the points of functional interfaces, resulting in 

better functiona I monitoring capabi I ities. 

2. In smoother information transfers and less dupl ication of effort throughout the 

development cycle. 

3. In better definition of design versus implementation tasks. In apportionment 

of assignments at the group level. 

4. In functional testing. 

5. In compressed cycles at n+ 1 (next release) time. Quicker retrievabil ity of 

information and faster fixes in the laboratory maintenance environment and in 

the field. 

6. In lessening the impact of the loss of a lead programmer. 
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DOING HIPO DIAGRAMS--THE STEPS 

I. Define the objectives of the diagrams. 

2. Do the group and package plans. 

3. Execute the individual packages of diagrams. 

DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES OF THE DIAGRAMS 

The ultimate worth of the HIPO presentation will far exceed the time and costs incurred in 

preparing the diagrams if time is first taken to define and understand what information should 

be included in the package. Making these definitions will eliminate many problems that would 

otherwise be experienced in producing a successful set of diagrams. 

The Needs of the Users 

The diagrams should be developed in parallel with the design and development effort, as 

discussed under IIFunctional Documentation ll in the preceding section. Users will differ through

out the cycle; however, diagrams can be produced to serve the common needs of a great many 

users. 

Here are some of the uses to which diagrams might be put: 

EDUCATIONAL AID--Development laboratory and field personnel will use the 

diagrams to famil iarize themselves with internal function. 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT AID--You, as the designer, developer, or writer 

become a user of your own diagrams. The act of doing the 

diagrams assists your thought processes. In addition, you will 

be able to quickly retrieve information that you have recorded 

in the diagrams. 

MONITORING AID--The diagrams will provide an excellent facility for keeping track 

of the design and implementation of function. 

MANAGEMENT AID--The diagrams might prove useful in making more accurate 

estimates of the amount of work involved in a project and in a 
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better distribution of resources. 

TESTING AND INTEGRATION AID--The diagrams will prove useful both to 

product test and to in-house test groups in determining 

what functions need to be tested. The diagrams wi II prove 

quite va luab Ie for the integration process. 

DIAGNOSTIC AID--The diagrams will be used to help diagnose problems and 

hasten fixes, both in the laboratory maintenance environment 

and in the field. 

OTHER--Other uses will be found for the diagrams. For example, the Software 

Monitoring Technology group in Poughkeepsie feels that the 

diagrams might prove valuable for projecting performance 

estimates earl ier in the cycle, tracking performance as the 

product is developed, and aiding in the area of developing 

functional models. 

The Relation of the Diagrams to Other Documentation 

Un less the creator of a diagram package is fully aware of other types of information 

provided outside of the package, he will probably include items from these areas within his 

diagrams. This is wrong for the following reasons: 

• The diagrams will not work the same way that diagrams prepared by someone else 

do because each person will have a different idea of the informationa I needs of the 

diagrams. 

• The diagrams will be subject to change from each of the non-functional areas that are 

included. 

• Duplication of effort will result and redundant documentation will be generated. 

• Users will have trouble locating information quickly because they will never be sure 

of where to look for specific kinds of information. 

Functional Versus Program Organization Material: Under current technologies, the single most 

important relationship is that between functional material and program organization material. 

The differences are touched on here; a full explanation is provided in the publication 

PLM Guidel ines manual, Form Z28-6673-1. 

There is usually a certain amount of confusion as to what program organization and method 

of operation are, and how they relate to one another. The main reason that the distinction, and 

the resulting separation of material, is made is because in a large system: 
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The implementation of a major 

function can extend through 

many modules or routines. 

A specific module might support 

parts of many funct ions. Sometimes 

these functions are not even related. 

MODULE I 

B 
MODULE 2 MODULE 3 

MODULE 2 

I Bi
c I 

Someone who must modify an existing function, add a new function, test for regression, or 

fix the system must know: 

I. How the function is performed. 

2. What other, perhaps non-related, functions use the same code. 

I, above, is one of the basic objectives of method of operation diagrams--to show 

functional logic and to show how the activation of function ties in with the code. 

2 is one of the objectives of program organization--to show the code structures pertaining 

to the combined functions. 

To tie together the program organization and functional areas, PLMs use cross references 

from one area to another and to the listings. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

~----------~ 
\ / 

\ / 
\ / 

\ / 
\ / 

\ / 
\ / 

\ / b/ 
LISTINGS 

Content of the Diagrams 

Content can be discussed in terms of the information to be conveyed (informational content) 

and the graphic means used to express the subject (graphic content). 

Graph ic Content: The graph ic content is determined by the situations to be depicted. Some 
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typical situations and suggested graphic appl ications are: 

arrow can be used to lead the 

reader into the diagram at the 

proper po i nt . 

shows movement of data into 

a temporary work area or 

initialization of a data area. 

The open arrow is a Iso used 

to show the availabil ity of 

input to a processing step 

DA T A A L TE R - A hatched 

arrow shows movement of 

data into an area that has 

previously been initialized 

or otherwise used. 

FLOW OF ACTION - Black 

arrows used with numbered 

processing steps show flow 

of action through the process. 

SUBPROCESSES - Boxes and titles 

are used to group related processing 

steps. Shading is optiona I. (See 

Appendix E for examples of titled 

subprocess blocks.) 

DATA AREAS: PARAMETER LISTS 

Boxes are used to represent data 

areas and parameter lists. Light 

arrows are used to show pointer 

arrangements, where appl icable. 
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REFERENCE INDICATOR-

A dotted arrow means 

II--refer to th is item. II 

BLOW-UPS - Blow-ups can 

be used to expand on areas 

shown in the context of 

larger data areas. (See 

any of the low-level 

diagrams in Appendix C 

for examples of blow-ups.) 
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KEYS - Keys establ ish relationships; 

identify blow-ups; lead to other 

diagrams. 

~DDJJW 
. "1===. J ==: 

Delta symbol is used to indicate a change to a base diagram. The 

symbol should either identify a corresponding delta diagram that shows 

the actual change or it should indicate the nature of the change. 

Examples: 

As 8 
On page connectors can be used a directiona I keys. The connectors 

should be used with appropriate arrow types to show data movement, 

modification, or flow of action. Note that the connectors should 
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always point in one direction (from--to), never toward one 

another. The directiona I key is useful wherever crossing lines 

would otherwise have to be used. For example, instead of this: 

-

do this: 

Off page connectors are used to lead to related diagrams, as in 

flowcharts. 
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Informational Content: Functional diagrams should discuss inputs, process, and results. For 

the sake of clarity, these elements should be presented in a normal reading sequence. Simple 

boxes can be used to block off these three ma jor areas of the diagram. 

The "picture area" of the diagrams should contain as few words as possible. There are two 

reasons for th is: 

• When the picture becomes cluttered with text, it will lose some value as a 

reca II mechanism. 

• The degree of difficulty of maintaining the diagrams increases with increased number 

of words in the picture area. (Also, it is more time consuming and costly to automate 

diagrams having many words in the picture area.) 

So expand upon the basic points by including extended descriptions away from the primary picture 

area. Perhaps you might even want to include the descriptions on a separate piece of paper. 

The following sample diagram shows how to simplify the picture area by condensing what has 

to be stated into a few useful words. This is similar to the newspaper technique of summarizing 

the paragraph before presenting the detai Is. 
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Step 3, in the previous diagram, is one of the steps showing what has to be done to support 

the overall function (COMPRESS). The brief caption, IIFormat data II, can be compared to a 

paragraph title. 

The content of the extended description (not shown in the above diagram) that supports 

step 3 depends on when in the development cycle the diagrams are to be used. The extended 

descriptions and the type of information to be included are shown in the following diagram. 

Initial 

design 

Design 

complete 

PLM 

.. 

2 = .=. =- -----..:.= .• . ------

3 -----------------

At initial design time, this will be gross design thoughts 

relating to the corresponding design points in the diagram area. 

When design is complete, the extended description will have 

been converted to detailed design descriptions. 

When the PLM material is prepared, this information will be 

converted from "what" to IIhow". That is, these steps will 

be converted to basic implementation steps that support the 

function. Pointers into the I istings will be establ ished to lead 

the user from function to implementati~n. (See Appendix E) 
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In the PLMs, functions will be related by cross-references to the module{s) supporting those 

functions. The addition of cross-references creates a IIfunctional mapping" through the 

implementation. 

DESCRIPTION ROUT. LABEL F.e. 

--------------- ROUT 1 START AA 

2 ------------ --- BUILD AS 

3 -------------- ROUT 2 INHRE B A 

4 ----------- GETM 

To summarize graphic and informational content: 

Implementation steps 1 and 2 are performed 

in ROUT1. Step 1 can be picked up at key 

label START in the listings (also found on 

flowchart AA). 

Step 2 can be picked up beginning with key 

label BUILD (found on flowchart AB). 

Prior to step 3, a passing of control is im

plied by the horizontal I ine through the 

routine column. Steps 3 and 4 are performed 

in routine ROUT2. 

Graphic content 

Boxes used to 

• Localize inputs, process, outputs. 

• Represent data areas, tables, fields, etc. 

• Isolate related sub-processes within the processing 

area (reinforced by shading). 

• localize extended descriptions. 

Arrows used to 

• 
• 

Get the reader into the diagram. 

Lead the reader through the process. 

• Act as pointers. t ~ 
, 

• Call the reader's attention to clarifications, blow ups, before

after drawings, etc .-._ ..... 

• Show data flow. 
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Other Symbols 0 V 0 V 0 ~ 
o Used as keys to connect secondary descriptions, explanations, related 

material, blow ups, etc. 

e Used to identify points on master diagrams where changes are appl icable. 

• Used in con junction with any of the arrow I ine we ights where crossed lines 

would be confusing. 

Informationa I Content 

Time Pi cture Area Extended Description 

Initial Gross design points; Design thoughts; whys. 

Design general data flow; 

Complete gross requirements 

and results. 

Detailed More specific Design plans (more specific 

Design design points, data information on what should --
Complete area involvement, be done); cross-references 

requirements and leading to affected base 

results. implementation, if any. 

Imp lemen- Specific design Basic implementation (that 

tation points, data area is, information on how the --
Complete involvement, design plans have been 

requirements and implemented); cross-references 

results. (in the form of routine names, 

key labels, and flowchart 

IDS) to the I istings, flow-

charts, and routine descriptions. 
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PLANNING THE STRUCTURE OF THE DIAGRAMS 

PLAN 

After all concerned have a good understanding of the purpose and content of functional 

diagrams, work can begin on the group and package plans for the project. 

Plan at the Group Level 

A plan should be prepared at the group level to determine what functional packages will be 

needed. The individual programmers, using the plan as a point of departure, can then plan and 

execute the specified packages of diagrams. 

The group plan should be represented in the same form as a visual table of contents. It 

should specify the individual packages, describe the legend to be used, and note any other 

conditions, such as responsible parties, peculiar to the project. In some cases, a very high level 

diagram can be prepared to show how the packages relate to one another. (See Appendix B for 

an example of a group plan.) 

Who will use the plan? 

• Management -- to establish checkpoints for examining and controlling workloads 

and resultant development. 

• The designer/developer -- as a departure point from which he will prepare the 

functiona I packages. 

• The writer -- to ensure that all areas are adequately documented at release time. 

Plan at the Individual Level 

Each of the departure points documented in the group plan will become an overview diagram 

for an area of functional responsibil ity. Before the overview diagram is prepared, however, the 

package should be analyzed for logical breakouts into smaller, more controllable areas. This 

wi II result in a top down plan (and visua I tab Ie of contents) for the packages. (See the first 

diagram in Appendix C for an example of a top down plan.) 
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In preparing the top down plan, determine the major areas that will have to be covered. 

Represent these areas individua IIy as the next level of diagrams under your overview. 

A 

A 
B 
C 
D 

o 

Then analyze each of these major areas, in turn, to determine the necessary scope of 

coverage at lower levels. 

E 

Continue this process until the total scope of the package has been determined. 
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Note in the previous diagram ((, H, Land M) that you need not carryall breakouts to the 

same level. The breakouts are determined, to a great degree, by the complexity and amount of 

materia I to be covered. 

Planning from top to bottom will provide the fonowing benefits: 

• You will think through the requirements of your project systematically. This is 

similar to preparing a topical outline for a presentation or book. Doing the top 

down plan wi" he Ip you define the true size of the project. 

• You wi II be better able to estimate the amount of necessary coding because you 

will have available a diagram plan that para"els the functions to be supported. 

Your estimates will be more accurate because you will be working to small, 

contro"able scopes. 

• When you begin execution of the package, you wi II have fewer fa Ise starts. The 

diagram package will be less subject to change because of poor organization. 

• You will not inadvertently "inflate" the relative importance of given functions. 

• Points of functional interface wi" be preserved for the next release. At that 

time, you will not have to rediscover the same structures you are now developing. 

Special note: If you are attempting to diagram function that has already been coded, the 

prob lems in plann ing the top down package wi" be compounded. In these cases it wi II he Ip 

to do the following: 

1. First draw a program organization hierarchy chart (or refer to one if one exists). Show 

the possible calling sequences of the involved routines. This can be done conveniently 

in either of the two following ways: 
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Each of the legs probably reflects the implementation of a function or series of functions. 

For example: 

Sequence through routines ABCD Function 1. 

ABE = Function 2. 

AFGC Function 3. 

AFH = Function 4. 

ACDEG = Function 5. 

ACH = Function 6. 

2. The next step is to analyze the program organization hierarchy charts and the listings 

to begin your top down plan. In developing the plan, first determine what the major 

functional variations are. You will be able to combine many of the minor variations 

within the scope of a single chart. The previous example of program hierarchy might 

result in the following top down plan: 

OVERVIEW OF 

• FUNCTIONS 1 AND 2 

• FUNCTIONS 3 AND 4 

• FUNCTIONS 5 AND 6 

DE TAIL FOR 

~ 
I I 

FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS 
1 AND 2 3 AND 4 5 AND 6 
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EXECUTE 

You know what the purpose of the diagrams is. You know what the graphic and informational 

content should be. What remains is to sit down and begin the diagrams. 

How do you start? 

Localize 

Divide the paper into three areas: 

Later, after you have worked out some of the 

general considerations, you might want to 

further subdivide to provide an area for blow 

ups, before/after pictures, tables, or extended 

descriptions to the processing points. 

Remember that initially you are dealing with function. Not with routines. 

Begin by drawing a large open ended box in the center of the paper. 
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Work from results to process, and vice versa, jotting down the points as you think of them. 

Keep the processing points similar in detail to paragraph titles. You can expand on them later. 

PROCESS OUTPUTS 

I ..",,- ~ 
.,. 

----. 
If" 

2 / ---
~ 

... 
3 - ---If" 

As you do this, input requirements will make themselves known. Jot these down on the left 

side of the paper and connect them to the processing steps to which they apply. 

OUTPUTS 

The time you are now spending on "drawing II is not rea Ily drawing time -- it is th inking 

time. The drawing wi II evolve as a by-product of your thought processes. Rather then be ing 

extra work, this process is actually a tool to help develop the product. 

Localizing the inputs, process, and outputs is better than using the standard flowchart 

approach to show function because inputs and outputs are not readily indentifiable in flowcharts. 
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One additional method can be used to help local ize diagram components; this is shading. 

Although not a requirement of the HIPO technique, shading can add a great deal in making 

diagrams more understandable. 

Use shading as a foil for: 

• major process groups. 

• inputs. 

• results. 

Use the side of a number 2 pencil to apply shading to your final drawings. 

Minimize Exposures Due to Changes in Logic 

There are a few simple considerations that wi II help you minimize the number and degree of 

changes to the diagrams. 

1. Show only those fields of data with which the function is concerned. Treat the rest as 

a black box. Do not include displacements. 
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DRT KEYWORD PROCESSING 

KEYWORD COUNT 

I CH ECK NO. OF 

KEYWORDS 

...-__ -,-__ ..., KEYWORD TYPE 

2 DETERMINE 

TYPE 

When dealing with data areas belonging to another area of responsibility, use terminology 

consistently. In addition to el iminating some of the confusion over terminology in the 

field, this might help you think along the same path that the originator did. 

Note: In documenting outputs, always try to state "who" will use what set up. Similarly, 

if in a subsequent release you use an external data area that you didn't use before, 

notify the "owner". Someone will have to update the "outputs" portion of that chart. 

2. Find common denominators at the higher levels. 

Example: In an overview diagram --

Instead of de$cribing the action for each keyword in the overview, describe in terms of 

general keyword processing. This way, if you subsequently document a new keyword, 

you can add it to the package at a lower level without seriously impacting the overview 

diagram. This ensures that the package is as modular as is possib Ie. 

OVERVIEW OF 
KEYWORD 

PROCESSING 

KEYWORD 

,...---"-.,-------, - - - - --., 
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Ideally, a function entering the system at T, below, should not impact Z. 

3. Use cross-references from one level of chart to another (vertical references) and from 

one chart to another at the same level (lateral references) to confine possible changes 

to as few charts as possible. The cross-references will also help to tie the charts 

together. 

Example: 

CHART 3 CHART 4 

CHART 3 CHART 4 
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Be Consistent 

Consistency is one of the more important keys to good communication. If you handle similar 

problems in similar manners throughout the package, the reader wi" be able to understand the 

informational content of the diagrams without having to fight the graph ic symbology or structure 

of the diagram. 

• Remember to loca I ize 

• Use a standard symbology and stick to it. If you devise a unique graphic symbol to 

explain something, you are probably defining a language that only you can understand. 

In these cases, use text instead. 

o Don't change your style in the middle of the package. 

Fi Ie Your Structure 

It is quite important to file the structure for subsequent quick access. 

1. Use the top down plan. 

Your top down plan does not lose its usefulness after you have planned your project. The 

plan can be used as a visual table of contents to the diagram package. 

LEGEND 

~
---- -

00------

6 ------

CONTENTS 
I. =..=-.=.':=== 
2. =:-...:::: = =--=---= 
3 -----.-----
4. =-= =-- =.=..-= 
5. =---:-:-:--=-= 

6. =--::-...:.= =.-== 
1. ==.: ==--== 
8 ---------
9 ---------
10. =-=.~-::::. 
II. ==--==--~ 

IDENTIFY EACH DIAGRAM 

BY GENERAL CONTENT 

AND DIAGRAM NUMBER 

The table of contents page should show a legend, the structure of the following diagram 

package, and a summary of the contents of each of the diagrams. With this visual contents 

page, the reader is not forced to read the diagrams sequential; that is, he can locate a 

particular level of information or a specific diagram without thumbing through the entire 

package. 
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2. Reference from diagram to diagram 

High level diagrams should lead the way to the lower level diagrams. Perhaps the best way 

to do this is to use the off page connector {see Appendix D for examples of this}. 

Middle level diagrams should refer both up and down to maintain the chain of references. 

3. Information retrieval 

Another type of filing that will be necessary is that of recording the identification of those 

diagrams that are affected by design changes. It will be necessary to establish a means of 

control over retrieving and updating diagrams from release to release. 

Use Existing Tools 

As was pointed out under "Localize", the time to do initial drawings should not be thought 

of as drawing time, but rather as thinking time. Jotting down your thoughts in a systematic way 

will help formal ize them. 

1. Template and grid 

But there comes a time when you will want to make, or have someone else make, a better 

copy of your diagrams. Currently there are two tools that will help you do neat, uncluttered 

diagrams with a minimum of fuss. These are: 

• the Program Logic Template and Jacket {Form Nos. zx28-6734-0 and zx28-6735-0}. 

• the drawing grid -- 18" by 2411 vellum on which a one inch, non-reproducible blue grid 

has been printed {Form No. zx28-6736-0 -- 1 pad of 25 sheets}. 

Using these tools, writers have been able to realize a savings of from $17 to $40 per diagram 

{over previous vendor costs} in producing draft copy for final preparation of art. 

Furthermore, there is no need to take time to measure or rule the drawing; the grid and 

template do this automatically. 

All of the diagrams in the Appendixes were prepared using the template and grid. As an example 

of the speed with which final drawings can be done: 

The nine diagrams in Appendix C, done by a design programmer, were done in 4! hours. The 

programmer had no prior experience with forma I ized drawings. 
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TEMPLATE AND GRID PAPER 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

A great many people have supplied valuable input and assistance in the development of this 

document. The writer would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their efforts. 
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APPENDIX A 

OPERATION DIAGRAMS -- DIALOG 

The appendixes are divided into two parts. First is an interview conducted by the author, 

Tom Wolfe, with a group of programmers who created method of operation diagrams during the 

design phase of their project. The programmers involved are: Pete Bowen, Barbara Butler, 

Donna Dethoff, Terry Elliott, Dave Fishlock, and Sue Montano. 

These people were among the first programmers to document design with metho.d _of operation 

diagrams. 

The second half is samples of their diagrams. 

Note: All examples in these appendixes are photographs of actual pencil drawings done by 
programmers and, in Appendix E, by the writer. 

A second report is being prepared by the OAK programmers. The report will deal with 
the benefits and problems of diagram packages as seen by the parties involved in the 
OAK effort. 

The appendixes included herein do not necessarily reflect all of the points made in the 
front section of th is report. 
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Tom: How many diagrams were in the packages that you prepared? 

Pete: I did eighteen large charts and four foil charts. The foils were drawn on 8!" x 11" 

pieces of paper and were not duplicated on the large charts. These were general 

functional charts; general enough so that they would fit on a small piece of paper I ike 

that. 

Sue: I did nine diagrams including the overview. I did the drawings in two phases, first 

initial roughs, and then the full set. I should probably mention that when I began, the 

design was already quite firm. There were only a few areas that I had to change. For 

those first drawings, I probably drew the whole set in about 2 hours at the most; but 

they weren't really that detailed. For the second set, the detailed charts, I had to 

make all the little deCisions -- what's this' bit going to be, what am I going to call 

th is field and that -- so it took me a I ittle longer, especially planning out the format 

of the diagrams. First I sketched what I wanted on a piece of scrap paper. That probab Iy 

took me about ten minutes. Then it took me a good half hour to do each of the detailed 

diagrams. That would be about 4! hours for actual drawing time. 

Donna: I did five diagrams myself. I did one chart that showed what my other charts were going 

to be. Then I did four charts which were a breakdown of four particular areas I was 

working on. 

Tom: This next question is in two parts. First of all, did you enjoy doing the diagrams, and 

then do you think that they help. you th ink through your proj ect? 

Sue: I guess I can answer yes to both of those questions. I did enjoy doing the diagrams 

because I like to do detailed work. I definitely think that they help you think through 

the project. 

Donna: I'd say yes to both questions. It was enjoyable working with diagrams rather than trying 

to write out what I was doing. Any by doing the diagrams, I had to think what the next 

step would be and put it down concisely; I think this helped my thinking and also my 

design. 

Sue: Before starting the charts I had most of the major concepts already planned out, but when 

it came down to the bits and bytes the diagrams made me get my ideas down concretely. 

Tom: Well, then would you think that the diagrams are a good way to show function? Are 

they better than text or flowcharts? 

Barbara: Yes. As you know, I was a tester on this project and not a developer. In the past I've 

had to come up with functional variations from functional specs, and the diagrams are 
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far superior to specs as far as finding the variations. 

Donna: I definitely like this method better than text -- itls not that I dislike writing, I just 

think the diagrams are easier for someone to understand. 

Pete: I think this method is a large improvement over just plain text. With this method you 

can put in the text what you feel is necessary and usually, if youlre showing a good 

deal of processing and logic in the diagrams, you find that the amount of text you need 

is cut down quite a bit. I think the diagrams are an excellent intermediate step between 

regular text and flowcharts. 

Terry: Another th ink became obvious when we gave design reviews with the diagrams. A 

programmer really had to understand what he was presenting because he couldn't hide 

anything from the reviewers with MO diagrams. The entire design is fully exposed and 

can be seen at a single glance. 

Tom: Any other comments on th is point? 

Barbara: Yes. One of the big problems in OS is the fantastic complexity. I think the diagrams 

are a really good way to get an overall look at the system so that new function can be 

added in a much more logical way. 

Tom: I believe you said you did 18 diagrams, is that right, Pete? 

Pete: Yes. 

Tom: Can you give me a rough estimate of the amount of text your diagrams replace? 

Pete: Well, if I tried to provide the amount of documentation that I think my charts provide, 

I would have had to write probably about one hundred pages. I don't know if the com

parison can be made directly. If I was just writing text and had to sit down and write 

one hundred pages, I would probably tend to leave information out simply because it 

would be too tedious to write that much. 

Dave: lid like to emphasize that point. Our job is to specify change to existing function in 

order to support a new hardware device. This could be expressed as a delta specification 

on top of a base design. Since no one has used method of operation diagrams before us, 

welve had to diagram the base system and then superimpose the delta on top of it. So 

welve spent a great deal of time documenting existing design in addition to specifying 

changes and additions. 

But part of the problem with the more conventional method of specification is that the 

designer doesn't do the job of defining his base. He just defines his delta and the 
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reviewer often has a great deal of difficulty putting the design into context. The 

method of operation diagram forces you to put the design into context. So to present the 

information that was on anyone of our diagrams could require five or six pages of 

written text. 

Tom: Then have you any suggestions on how existing documentation requirements in the 

development cycle, for example logic specs or functional specs, could be modified to 

prevent redundancies or eliminate duplication of effort as a result of the diagrams? 

Terry: As I see it, the MO diagrams serve as a design tool from which functional specs can be 

written. I guess the MO diagrams can also serve as part of the logic specs and PLM 

documentation. I think whatls happened in the past is that the initial designers have 

been drawing things that look a lot like MO diagrams, but they get thrown away some

where in the process. Usually different people write functional specs, logic specs and 

flowcharts. Then to complete the cycle the pubs people make MO diagrams out of 

logic specs and flowcharts to put in the PLM. I see no reason why we couldnlt save 

the diagrams originally done by the designers. 

Dave: I see the diagrams as a central document in an overall revamping of the design specifica

tion phase of a project. Welre using them to supplement pre-functional spec design 

work. I think the question of whether th is is additional work is really not the issue. It 

may be the formalization of work that, if not going on today, should be going on. I 

think that diagramming is just a natural step that a good program designer goes through. 

But he usually has design diagrams on scraps of paper that he throws in the waste basket 

once the design is converted to prose. The diagrams merely standardize that initial 

phase of the project. 

Tom: Terry, you mentioned before that you used the diagrams in design review meeting. How 

did the reviewers react? 

Terry: I have heard reactions from several people. Jtls all been positive. They think the diagrams 

are a great improvement over the past. Programmers can clearly explain their work at 

reviews. I havenlt heard any negative response. 

Dave: We presented the method of operation diagrams as projection foils. Since we had been 

using them for several weeks in our design, we just naturally started presenting the data 

th is way without really preparing the audience for method of operation diagrams. We 

had the reviewers understanding the design immediately. The review meetings were 

very productive. Reviewers could see the whole thing in one picture,· and we spent much 
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less time explaining what the design was and could spend more time analyzing it. The 

feedback was very positive. 

Tom: Aside from design reviews, what uses do you anticipate for the diagrams? What are 

your plans for them? 

Pete: We plan to use the MO diagrams to write final functional specifications from, and even

tually it looks like MO diagrams will lead to system plans and logic specifications. 

guess the MO diagrams will be the basic input to the Pubs people. 

Tom: How about in the testing area, Barbara? 

Barbara: Well, in my specific area there will be other groups doing testing for different specific 

functions. It would help them to know what changes were made for our project, especially 

people that are responsible for maintaining the regression libraries, where our test cases 

will eventually end up. The diagrams will help in documenting the test cases. 

Dave: In the future I hope that the charts could form the nucleus of a base document fer the 

whole system. As we go through the project and bring various people on board -- for 

example, publications people, test case people, and new programmers -- the diagrams 

will be a good tutorial to describe the project. 

Of course the diagrams will be used as implementation input. The people who produced 

the diagrams are not necessarily the ones who are going to do the coding, although they 

may do some of it. So the diagrams can help maintain the integrity of the design when it 

gets into the implementation phase. 

Tom: From a programmerls point of view, what were the toughest problems in picking up the 

diagramming technique? 

Donna: I didnlt really find that many problems in picking up the technique. Every once in a 

while I would have trouble getting my ideas down concisely and trying to put them down 

in just four or five steps that would still get the idea across. But after I conquered my 

obsession with words, I managed to get the diagram down fairly accurately and concisely. 

Pete: The toughest problem Jive had is that the logic Pm concerned with is quite a bit more 

complex than I can fit on one chart. I donlt think that itls a problem with the charts, 

I think that I just havenlt been able to break complex logic into more than one diagram. 

I tend to take a whole functional area and attempt to fit it into one diagram and some

times it gets to be too much. I think itls a matter of experience in deciding what can be 

broken down into subfunctions. 
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The big problem is that you really need these method of operation diagrams across the 

entire system. Also, we found out when Pete was doing his diagrams that when he 

started them at a low level and tried to build back up that it really couldn't be done 

with method of operat ion diagrams. You have to start at the top, at a high I eve I, and 

then go down to the detailed level. 

Pete: Another problem with the charts has been with reproducing them for handouts. They're 

large and sort of cumbersome, and the size of the paper makes it difficult to reproduce. 

Reproducing is somewhat dangerous since the equipment tends to destroy your originals 

once-in-awhile. 

Tom: Any other problems? 

Sue: One of the biggest problems I had was making changes. We did the diagrams in pencil 

and we could erase, but after awhile some of the changes were just too much. The 

diagrams were fairly large and sometimes we had to draw them over. 

Tom: One of the problems, then, is updating. Assuming that an automated facility was avail

able to update your drawings so that you could red-pencil your changes in and give it 

to a coder-keypuncher, would you use such a facility? Would such a facility be useful 

in the development cycle? 

Sue: Yes, very useful. 

Pete: Such a facility would be very useful when changes are slowing down a little bit and are 

no longer major. At the beginning, perhaps, we would sti II stay with hand-drawn 

diagrams simply to have faster turnaround on them. If they had to be large charts, when 

we get to that leve I of detai I, hopefully wei d go right away to an automated method. I 

think if base diagrams were available as Dave mentioned, automation wouldn't come into 

play until we were ready to make a permanent update to the base. We would mark up 

the base pictures to show our new design, and we would have reviews on that marked up 

base. As the design became firmer, then we would automate the changes. 

Tom: Did you find that the grid paper and template were helpful in laying out the diagrams? 

Sue: Yes, I thought the grid paper was very good as far as getting proportions and things like 

that, and the template too. I thought it was espec ia IIy good for redrawing a diagram 

once I had it laid out. 

Donna: I found them very helpful and easy to use. I have trouble with straight I ines and rounded 

corners, so I made good use of the template. 
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Pete: I agree. The template certain Iy was very good, and the grid paper too. 

Tom: OK. Let's go back for a minute and talk about base diagrams. Since they don't 

exist, how did you learn existing logic so that you could apply your change logic to 

it? And how much time did the learning take? 

Dave: In the initial month of the project practically all of our time was spent in learning. We 

read existing documentation, looked at some video tapes, and talked with the recognized 

experts in the area. 

Donna: I used mainly the Job Management PLM and I talked quite a bit with module owners and 

viewed video tapes. I th ink I've learned the most by discussing things with the module 

owners and talking to other people. I get more out of talking to them than I would 

trying to read the PLM. 

Pete: Yes, I certainly agree with that. But I want to bring out another point. It's OK to go 

back to people if they are sti II around, but quite often they have gone on to other 

projects. 

Tom: If base diagrams of OS were available, how would they have cut down on the design 

time, on the amount of design time you had to spend figuring out existing OS logic? 

Donna: I can only guess, but I think I could have spent maybe a half or a quarter of the time 

trying to figure out existing logic, and spent more time working on my design. 

Dave: I agree. I think we probably could have learned the material in half of the time. 

Pete: I th ink base diagrams would he Ip a lot if the diagrams were done as I understand they 

are suppose to be done, that is, with sufficient levels of detail. There are certain 

levels that I'm looking for that just are not contained in the documentation that is 

presently available. I think at the different points in the design cycle different amounts 

of detail are necessary. For instance, at the beginning you don't have to go all the 

way down to the very detailed level. Base diagrams would allow us to get into our 

design faster. 

Tom: To sum up briefly, then, you feel that base diagrams, if they existed, would greatly cut 

down your learning time and would allow you to specify some of your design quickly as 

delta changes to base diagrams. But now that your diagrams are done, can you see ways 

in which these diagrams could fit into the existing phase plan or some similar system of 

checkpoints? 
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I think they should be in the design cycle very early for the people who actually do the 

initial design and planning. I think that a development group can pick up these MO 

diagrams almost at any point once the initial designers have laid out a function. Once 

the developers pick them up, they can continue to put the details in the MO diagrams. 

While this is happening, we can give them to people like development test, publications, 

and product test. We can let these people see early just what we're doing. 

As far as phase reviews and what level of diagrams would be useful at each checkpoint, 

I don't know. But it seems I ike much of the material could be available a lot earl ier 

than has happened in the past. 

Tom: I see. Could the diagrams help define the point where design ends and implementation 

begins more readily than is currently possible? 

Barbara: I think they'd help. The reason that design carries on through implementation is you 

find out while you're implementing, and especially while you're testing, that there's a 

hole in the design. With diagrams it wi II be easy to see holes sooner so you can patch 

them during design. One reason you can catch more design holes, I feel, is that it's 

more productive to review say, 10 diagrams than to read 50 pages of specs. 

Terry: Another reason why some designs change during implementation is that the early planners 

write the functional specs, and then when the implementer gets them he replaces them 

with his own design because he really doesn't understand what the specifications say. 

I think this kind of communication problem could be alleviated with MO diagrams. 

Pete: Also, the method of operation diagrams are a good media for simply writing down the 

reasons why things have been done; a lot of my design reasoning is contained in there. 

So if a flaw is found during implementation, they would be able to decide on changes. 

You can't really pick up somebody else's design and implement it unless you completely 

understand it. 

Terry: I agree with that. The MO diagrams can be done in such a way that, by the time the 

implementer gets them, he doesn't really have much choice in what to do. I think this 

is good. This is different from what happens today. With MO diagrams the coder's 

interpretations should be identical to what the designer intended. 

Tom: After doing the diagrams, do you feel that it would now be easier for you to do a package 

for another proj ect? 
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Sue: Ye~, I think it would be a lot easier although it really wasn't extremely difficult in 

the first place. I think it would be a lot easier to get the feel of exactly how things 

should be laid out and what level of detail should be included -- things like that. 

Donna: It probably would be easier because I have the basic knowledge of method of operation 

diagrams now. And I certain Iy hope that the next package that I get to work on we'll 

be using the method of operation diagrams. I've enjoyed working with them. 

Pete: 

Terry: 

I think it would be easier, but we need a little more experience in diagramming dif

ferent types of projects -- more complicated logic, easier logic. 

It didn't really take that much time to learn how to do the diagrams. Once you get 

away from flowchart thinking or code thinking and get to thinking in terms of hierarchy, 

input, process and output, the diagrams are not difficult to do. 
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APPENDIX B 

A GROUP PLAN 

The following two charts are a group plan. These charts were prepared prior to preparing any 

of the individual diagram packages. 

Chart 0 shows the package assignments. 

Chart 1 shows the major functional areas of concern, with emphasis on the interfaces between 

the areas. 
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APPENDIX C 

A HIPO PACKAGE 

The next nine diagrams* depict OAK impact to the Reader/Interpreter area • 

The first diagram (unnumbered) is a visual table of contents. It shows the structural relation

sh ips of the remainder of the diagrams. Inc luded on th is chart is a chart description for each of 

the charts, and a legend. 

The next diagram (Chart 1) shows, at a very general level, basic inputs, process, and results 

of Reader/Interpreter operation. 

Diagrams 2 and 6 show the two major areas of concern within the Reader/Interpreter. These 

diagrams are overviews, which lead, via vertical cross references, to lower level breakouts in 

each of the two areas. 

Charts 3-5 and 7, 8 are the low level charts in this particular package. Each of the low 

level charts is subdivided into five areas: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I~~~IltIltI~Ii :::::::::::::::: ;:::::: :.:. :.:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::': ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::.;.' .;.: :.:~:::::.: ... , "'::::::~ 

"ir'i'~ .. \ III"'; :"'1 iJ"":· OUTPUTS ··""~:1) :;" INPUTS PROCESS,. (IN CONTEXT) ," BLOW UPS 

" } ,.,. ,.,'{ ~:l" j ~~\"':il ::i, 
:::: ::::: :::: :::: ::::: ::::: :::: :::::~, ,,:::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::.:....:;::::. {~ 
::: :::: ::: ::: ::::: :::: :::::::::::" .:::::::::::::: ::: :::::~:~:~:~:I~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::{t:·: :::: :.':: :::: :::: ::: :::: 

::: :::: :::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::;:::::::::::::::::::::~:~:f~I:~:f~:~:~:~:~:~:~ :::: :::: :::: .... 
:~::::::::::::::::::::" ·:::::::·:·::::;:;:::::::n::::;:::: 

'::::::: :::: ::: .:.: :::::::: :::::::: 
:::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: EXTENDED DESeRI PTIONS;:: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::::::: 
:::: ::: ::: :::::::::::; ' .... :.:.:.:.:.. ;.:.:. .:.: :.:.::::::::: 

',', ',', ......... ;.;.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.. ::::::::: :::: :::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ~fft::::::::::::~:~:~:~I~~~ffffIffIII~~I~~~r~~~~~~rrrt:~:~:~:ttt ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: :::: 
;.:.:.:.;.:.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.::::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: 

The consistency of treatment of this package makes the diagrams easy to understand; that is, 

the use of graphics aids the information to be conveyed -- it does not hide it. 

Note in these diagrams that the programmers were working to an Operating System base, while 

interfacing with AM 1 functional specifications. Existing OS logic is presented in as much as is 

required to show the points of impact by OAK. 

* Prepared by Susan Montano. 
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APPENDIX D 

OTHER PROGRAMMER-GENERATED HIPO DIAGRAMS 

This Appendix contains four diagrams* from the Allocation package. 

The first diagram, Chart 0, is a visual table of contents. Note the similarity to the cor

responding contents diagram in Appendix C. 

The remaining three diagrams illustrate the adherence to the basic Input--Process--Output 

format. 

Note particularly on Charts 7 and 9 how the input structures were pictured without confusing 

them with the function being described. To do a similar job with a text description would take 

more pages, and the task of documenting these iter.1s in an understandable manner would be more 

difficult. 

* Prepared by Pete Bowen 
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I BM Confidential 

APPENDIX E 

WRITER-GENERATED DIAGRAMS 

The diagrams in this Appendix* are not affiliated with the same project as the diagrams in 

the other Appendixes. These diagrams represent a functional data Reduction package, prepared 

for inclusion in an existing PLM. 

No visual table of contents diagram is included. 

Diagram 27 is the overview, leading the way to the lower level diagrams. 

The remainder of the diagrams, which represent about 5DK bytes of code, depict the dif

ferent data reduction functions, describe how the design points were implemented, and provide 

pointers into the listings. 

Particularly noteworthy are: 

• The grouping of the processes and sub-processes. For example. 

Diagram 29 -- The "Scan-for-START -card process consists of three steps. Step 

3 is actually supported by many different routines, as shown through the cross

reference provided in the extended description area. 

• The simpl icity of treatment of the major data areas. 

Only those fields that are used by the function are discussed. 

No displacements are included. 

• The Input--Process--Output format of each of the diagrams. 

• The overall consistency of handl ing. 

* Prepared by G i I Moore 
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'Wl1~ lSH'D12 n.ec.el\Je..~ cDvrtro/l!#~lVlpuf-do:fr,...sd! are.O~V'le..d 0. ....... <10_ t(c:.+ I, IV\.O...de.... for 
f"'e, pre~(..(.. of (QVI+/o' co ..... u s. 

I) 'The.. Cl:>'\+ro I co-rds O-re.. r-Q..o..d C\.v--d. a.. Sco-"".. fo.Jo/e.. /s CO""'-.! -f,.--t..> c... +e.4 \ 
__ ;. • A se.+ o.f <oII'Ifro I 50-rei. '? IS pff/V1ie.d.. (See.. t0c>t-e.- j. ') 

.3 STl"1iFL.G' ~ .f€s+ed tor- etr-ort;; tv'e.sso<jt~ a.v-€.. p'l' IVI+~d..) Ilf o.pp I, (At-;; Ie.. • 
• _ 1k tteo..der-..fo.~ reu>l"'d 'S (FI"D--typ~ (H .. a,,,,,d C/J2..1 ru-e .,p,..oc€Sjcd, c.V\d p .... l~tt.d , 

• Co",+rol is F$.~d fm .......... :LSIVfDR. -+0 o.pp/1cc..l.olfC.. pt"Oc.e:.s,'''3 rou+IVle.., 

5. ThE.. ..$Co.."" +aJolt. ;~ aw:t/y%,e.d QI/ld a..11 of +t.....c. elA+rte \ re.la..+,~ -To. tl.-te ·f\rt + 
ca..t"'d o.re a(X..#I~d.. Cd~l-rc) I '15.. "}IA~V\ l~o..sse..d fo tiNL aajJl'O enc... fe.. ('Cl.-d
?~OCesSlr\CI ~Ou-tl~~' R~,~te'-1 U:w'lfa.I/45 Q pojV'der- -to ~ "'t'lAree..-word. pa.rov,-,\e.-fe,.... 
hs+', .J R1 

~~ ~ Is=to"De.r 
,biod:.. . .. 

A &NSNTAB 

yl :=1 lil · »-, -I I --
vALE.IJG- I<eYWl)RT) VAloe~ 

/ 
'5TI1TFt.G- VAP~ 

T/Iu.. Sco."\ +o.(ole.,. c.ovdn.Vl~ tk dO-.t~ red,l)c..t.oYl co~ro f card 
IVI fOi, rv\o....t.Ov\ t.Jse..d Ia.fe"" bv fh~ !. t~-I-eW'l~vl'f" (>f"Ott.~!>I ... q 
r-ovt.V'le. So. ()YlQ. eV\t"...y IS, cr'to.hd r()r ~c.t..... ke'(word.'"tJ1"\ 
0- coVltrol sta.teVlAt.V\t. (OV\e... e.."""'+ ..... 1;1 Witt-.. 0- b(tl.V'\.k.~ 
~ E. VVoJP vc.l..AA.(.. I sc:lc n.' ~ t~d. Fe r e..o...()1... s+c....t-e V"'\~IAt- Vo.Al/ 
I ~~ nO k. -e. y iJ'.JO/ .5. 

I(EVWD - 7 by,+e:i"'· COVlto..l""\l 0- (eFt-ICASt;.(',"e.d co., +"-0 ( 
CD.r<l k-erword. . 

~iTMiJ=L6-.1 byte. - COVlto..l~l ~[o..Cj bd~. g,t!l. ¢-z. 
ewe. us-ui -fo ,V\ctIW~ QH"od I~ sp-t<..lfYt' ..... 9 
+~ Lov-dro I (,;e..v-~ \ fk k..el.[wo~d. +'tP" oJ
l£.eywDrd. vc.~~ I B,+s. 4-; A..v'L If'(..s~d 
for ,,,,,dl C.dt~~ +~ UQ..r-b type. 

VA'DR, - 3 bV~ - - poP/d) to +k tte.td.. l.Ovtfu,:",lr-c. 
-tk I::. ~y wDrd.. va.. Lu...(..~ • } 

VALEJJG--1?. Ic.yt-€..~ - -, (0""1 ra.''''d fh.L ~o..de.c..:~e-...I 
leV\~fL-.. of +~ k.eywOrd u~ Lv..e. f'ie.M, 

1.11 .. ' 17 J IF lOr r.-.~ ~.I ;/ If / t,.vN f.f L /''1 I ! II ~, 



OUTPUT 
c 

4 Read oAd €.)(a.M,'v\e., r-e.cord 5 u&ttti ( 
~,.-"';;"-"'i!""''' COVlh-ol COIlld',+to~s o...rt Me+. 

DRT 

1--......... u c..----"------.,.....3 Che.c..k. aV\d cOVl.verf keyword vCtlMe 
·tRep~a.t ~-3 tf W\ore.. 
• +l->.a..V\ OVle keywol"d is 
• pre~e.Vlt, 

START CARV PROCESSING 

• 
• 

... ____ .... Re.tum +0 I.$.fwiDR. 

DESer( I P'T/oN 

A 13ADFLG: +() .... t'\~ 'on if~' CCv .. A.....1 • <=D"\ ta.:j1.1 ~ a.1.f QYfl?,r Or 1"10 s16,.Q 
1l-\9 PO'IV\t' IS. fou~d , 

B. STAlITJ=LG-; +url1ed on wh~ 5tO-r+/~9 
pOllnt is loco..4-e-d. I 

C. 1)~M SG-: pOfl'1h +0 oufp0f uLA.ffe,
For exror- t""e.Hc.. '1 e ~ I 

D,Df<TBuF: POP/Its +0 Ia.~t IVlpU1-
re.Cord reAd I 

4 If +L1e... v~er ha.s code.d k{s OW~ re.c.?"c!. ay\c;t~z.er r-ou+me.. l it ,'s \SI-(~e£G EPPRDc.- I'rF 
loo..ded CA.V\d ca.lled by 19-1PI<&6-, OrkCI"'W'S \ OV\12, Or More. of' t~e.. 
-t-""'e. Follcw;))~ COYV\j7Xl.ro..+lvt. +ec.J .... .-l\que~ ll.re. I .. )led +0 POS,flOVl +he.. 
""'lput dCll+~ e.""; , 

, AV\ l~l+,c...I,i..e.d. coLmter (RECCDUN-r) is 'I'\C r e.I1A€.lI\ted.. bV OVle.,.. t-Ic.o~p ItF .eo..c.J,,- +'v'\o'\{.. 0.... ..-ecordls r~ ~o Wlr.~VI +1A.a... ,ffOVl'ter-
V'eA.cv,€, '> +Lr-.4.,. \iiI'VI'd- N )ru~n reo...d p'\9 ho...l 5. 

, The. covwcrfQ..cL frD cc:xJe. 'Ils cor~ fQ e.Atk. flelofci·si:n.W~ 
~ MClt~"'- is forJV\d a.V\d -t~ V) Rf.L. a .... d 1>~PL. optic>1s 

A-6-hallL..beJl.Jt\ S~e.c. jf,e.d J.., lSM1)RBEG- ISC.a..",S pO-. tSo/A- ~~ FlOI-1P 
. _ I . ~~! ~ Y:-;. ~. -to ':fk·5 ~.lkr-t. S p-e~t e 1Y-... . bs"P't ~ \t.;.e.~ t-kL- ~e:t;.. '1vc...~<- ~~ v I...(.d -h;) ~~+ ~€. -t""~ 

Gotk<..l \t:o~r ~~~xi~ f+t:;!l~ ~ L ~~.-~~~ 
~liid ~ ~ CDt.re.~do.,.a...--~ r1.U~'-'~ 0 f- ~ S ,""'\ T~ 
d~~ re.c:O 's of- • -~ • +~ 1 +N.. • fiA.c:.. ';"e..:...o~ -r,,,,,,,,e... <; V'Ap. ) MIV\U.s I~e 0vI 
V5.+ re. COf' ) IS, covv-..fo..r-e..~ to -tf..e. CDV\Verte.d T- TCD""P ttF 
vo...lM.e. • Wille-I") Cl. reuyd IS OUf"'Id I..Otti-... a.. +It"\."\e..- ill\-
-feo-vo..l ql"e.cder +l--..a.n or e'jI.C.~1 fo -,-.) ~Cor.d. Irec..di~ 
ha.I+:), 

5 IN'-'eVl 0... s+O-r-h, PDllI\+ i~ lo~~~ -t-hl. STIte.rFLGr 
sr~cu AF 61+ IV\. .f~ 1)"'-.1 50 +v..-1NLCi 0lll. 'PI<.T uF po,,,,,t~ 70 

+k~ o....cLdW"'u~ of +1.t4Z.. rec.ord +0 ~ proc~~e...d r. ..... Jr. 

(ONFIDf~J Tlt1{ 



c 

30 

jt'-\PlJ, 
'De.T 

1 j 

1)ES.C~IPT/ON 

PROCE SSoR.S 
• r". ",,,,-.:.~ 

-FORMAr CARD"SCANNER 

RO()TIIJE 

BASETABL..E.·,l;OAOER , .. _.-

4 Loo..d user -bud+ base. f-a..0/e.. 

5 Pia.ce- 6..d(V~j of fcdole.. IVI 
-ORr: 

6. I V\d 1(' tA- te.. l/ser's fnJo/e. '( ~ 
+0 b{ U5.ed, 

~ ., .. ,:< 

OUTPuT 
T"\RT' A, r~MFL6 : turn02..d 011\ af--l-er 
v \ us e..r .. '~ bo.s.e. mb/e... is (oa.d e.d.. 

....... _I .... A..L.1 ___ 1B-..'_c-_J-t B I BADFl,6: wrVle.d C)~ ,F c.o.rd. ::::l.- COVi roll'l$ error-s, 

C DI(.THS<T: po,~h fo cPIpvt-
. bv H€ r- For error Me.sSO-~t.s, 

D DRTlAB: f?OL~+S to fl~s+-
I eVl+r~ 'IVI user'S r:xt.)e.+cJ>I~, 

..; USE-I<. 6ASE.:rAaE.. 
PRIlJTEV l)0iPU-r 

---- --
ISMDR FORM cpr AP.l 4 15KDK 1"\OVeS +l--l.::.... no jVle. of +h~ uJe1-bud~ IC;MD~ FDR~orr A6 

~ v~the. ke~/word 1e.V'll\ fh.. lV1dICo...+Or- is 
.. te'.:)+~d. If 4-~e. k-e'{vJdrd .fIeld CO"1+O-iV)~ l--V)ore.. 

+0-.0.11\ e...tP. tn,+- e-/r..a. roc.. h.rS , a.., error-. VV\-e.5.!>Cl..Lj e... 
IS pt"I'>')+e-d- uV\d dlA+lL re.<tvc..-I-IC)#,\ /<; >ktpt::kd , 

3 The keVwD f~eld. IVI GNS'tS(AB is e.l(a.M"r.e.d. 
0..."" d if I t- does vlot CoV1+o.'Y) -tke. wo .... d
',A€,' OV\ error Me..sSo.qe.. 1<; prll"l.fe..d.. CAVld 
dC\.to!. re..ci()c.-ho..1 /!;.s krpJ')c.ci I 

FORMAl CA RD ANAL'/S/S 

5 

S 

OOJt..-t-c. ble.. tv TA f~rvA(i.o1£. l1V'-d Issues tA-

LOAD to b(iv,~ O-.cop~.of +t-.~ +o.Jc~le.. fVOM 

5'1S1.LINKUI3 o~' 0.... II'oro'l"'; de.fIOA,e.d. I--Jy 

t~'\"- ttle.r 0,\ 0... STEPul3 cc;..d I 

After -I-lAe. +a.bJe... is loa,Oe.d) +lIte o..ddress r€.-
+UIv\e.U /"" V'C~.\(,. f-cl/ ~ i<; so.ue..d I"" +~ 
'DrLTTAb flc lei cf- k\~_ Dil..T. 

-n.e FOI2../-1FL(~ fIe 1.1 /L-l ikL- ne-,- / S +()'r~' <a.<l. 
Ol-\.. tu 11/\ o,'c c~f-c. -r[.,-lC:",+ -H'1 t:.- Ln.ey-'S bo.se.-
+c~~:;.{,·:. ho... s (;~C I-\, toc. d <:.d a.. ... ,d is. o.vo...t(-
u.~(c.. (~):' U it.., 
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31 

.... -............ J.------au-----________ .... 
YES 

4 Loco.+e. aVid l'de..tA-f-,'fy eVl.f"y 
.j -to k af+ued a",d ()S~, 
I j 

--------------------------------------------~-

If. 
I ,:.~¥. 
i 

P,ROCESS CAR-D ANALYSIS 

1Z 

; 

Re fu(" fo t.1MD~ QIA.d. 
f oc..d. p".(JC.CZ'i.~,.:...1 
rOl..rhVle.. ' 

I 

i 

DRT 
A Be. 'D 

-:Tl _____ L/"" 

v 

1 I J , 

AlLTAB ENTRY 

iii I i Itlil;'''lm~l~ 
Ae.LNM OJNM APJ~11 JHR J~ k~~r lfF(..($';-

AFLGS (1- BYTE..) 
----a;r LA eE.L. F"'lIJCT/ON 

:-_ A~ ; 011= u.J1 re.c.ol"Cis wlft-,o.. re.COf1v) ,'tGl,b4z.-F/D ~ 
~ be.. Pl'oc.e.S5;;C2.d . by oy\~ 'proc(t.~{",q. I rotAlrn:. 
1. - AONLY; Oh'; -0"',1'-/ . ?~OC.f"\'~ co~~ .... t:hM.~;>(.....f.- t~ ..,..~ OI.A~ 

u51 "''3 Au-~6,.. ' .. ',' \" . 
2,- ACr:sTAT: on:;..sa.VVlftl~ co()V\-fe;-' CASMC,,) ~o..lolc.d. •• 
~ ~V) - p~SS~Cl.ifd (O",tOJVIS I=rD.:ALl. crtt().o, 
3- ALL.SW ~ -

OVl = terM 1V\.C\.1-e ~ pvc)cessiV\~ i f ~ +~ + -AUse:v ~ 6V1.e.. COVl+"-O I c.tJ..ArCi ',,,, 0- se. + re~ ue.m 
+k use- of AL.L.IAB • 



31 PROC[S~ CAt<.D f}tvRLVStS (CoIJf.) 

1 
VEKR.lPTION 

:rSI-\'DRPRO ,ssu.f.S 0.. U~K -to vo..1Me..-c~c.~/COf,\l.je.r.siOl rooiIVle.S wlM.c.~ 
pe.r~"'M +kL followi"'9 fUVlc..ttc:;;II" s ~ 

• C"'-t..d: .. o. .... d eov.vert +kt.. FID -code.. , 
• C~c .. J:_ ~l)&.Vlloer oVId -+Vfe... of' e~+rQ.c...-f~l=s IVI VAL.. - Fle./d ,'-F 

EP or -P1>~AMe:.... 0P+,OV\t av-c. C)se..d • 
• C~(...1c.. a.""ci coV\vu-+ -lOLl>e..<i d.ru: .. :w-.cJ vo...~e... of N cYL NJ::. to 

bl~()..-ry , 
• CL...t.t.'" a."""d c.ol'\v'~t- .j-,~-'/,1te..-vo.J vc.....~. 

PMPJtDc., 

.~ If +k..t.. U~ ha..s c;re.c;~;e..d FID",. C.ode,[co:le] 15HDI<PRO exec.uf-e:s +~e.. 15HVR.PR.O FrD-;~c.t+ Aft 
~ 1'V\<;f,..uc.tlov\s wlM.c..k loc..o. .. .,fe. ~d vv...od.l'fy' )13 ASETA5 CII\+" i~~(4--7). 

For Fro=AL,lJfJqWMP;J .rSH't)ICPR.O +urv1S 0,,", Au..SW C(1.-\.c:1 !I<Ccu.te ~ U.s 
AI.J...,TPt~ se.+-up IlI\.S.tr()c:.+~D'lS (8 - (z..). 

13ASETA8t.E. SET UP 

4 BASf.'fAB is 5-e.o....rc-~d For 0... FIC c.ode... or- EP nCo Me.. +-0 ~c.t.-..- TMSRct+ AI:. 
+IN.... Oil'l..e,. locc....r~ ;-. +~ VAL (, e (d of K EVIJAL WkeV\. 01'1; is 
~ou/l\.d I ~~ I-1D1)FJ,.G- bit- :i~: .DRn .... G-s is tu .. ~ 0:'-" +0 /~d.(cC\.:l-L 

5 

+h.~ -enH-"j Is -to be u5e:d el..V\d Co.VlYloi- be o..l+e.re..d.. by O-q othe..r-
PRoce.~S "cQfd Ir'l +~4.. Se..t". (~01E ~ I r E.P alA d FIb o.~~~CJ...'- 4>"
~(.. c.o..rd. , +n~ FrD·code. is use..d 0..5 Cl... Se.OfC.h.. u..r U'\"I4!'I..1-

Cl-V1d wlhe.V\ 0.... ~'V\o..+c."- tt; -FOu .... d. ,"'- I3A.se.:rA8 -t-"u.... €"P'hCa.""",~ 
is P to...c.Q..d 111\ t~ ~Pt'VAME. PIe.. td.) 

"The ,,-I jo .... ifL1"" I Curre",+ FlO code + l' I ~ used a.s D..V'\ I"",de)( 
' ... +0 +IV- )(Re:.F= +o..bl~ . If +~ f'ullword. <;,./of CO/f\+o.·/Y1S 
i:U-Oe.~ , +~ O-dd.l""e.s~ o{+k.~ BASEIAB c,-.try. is Moved 
-there.. o+kRr"wise..) +k.c... a.c::idreS~ I'S pla..c.eci Ii'\.. +~ t::HIfINIW 
fie-lei of -tLv- /o..5t- eVl+ry '''''' ;:,A~~iM? 11::' Joe. cre.~7ui Witt..... 
-t~ so..vv..c... riD c..ode.. (see. V) , 

Th~ ,'",,;+r'a..J vAlues of S,AI-iPTVPt:. )SA~PRAiE'...JCOt-.1F''') PA((M~D 
dIAd '1)i)t..)Afv1e fi~ld1 o.N.. OVCt-rtoae" as re4ue..s+~.d. If the.. 
tJ ~e.r- e,o..~ spe.c.iflfL.-¢ 0- +,~ 0'- re..c.ord. co()vd- S.o..vv.f I;~ 
+e.c:."'-v\-14ue.. ~ +Wt.. GT~srAT' Flo. '1 I~ 1)f<'FLG.s 15 tu.,..~d oJ""", 
+0 lV\dlC.o...+~ t~ Sc..'~p'II"""C3 COJII\te..r ~At.1PC.NTR... IS TQ be.
us..t..d.. du .... ;"''3 do... to...... re;dvc:FtOVl ~ wt.-.e..."t t~ c..oV'ld ~·ho--..,,-r 
FIT) DP t ;0"1 IS UJ~c:l, +~CON"PPRoC. fla..~ t~ +urY\/Lcl.. 0'1. 

~\ 

B(.'Oe:.AS,E. A l' 

...... LH .... """-' AI: 

AI. 
ODI'JOK. RT 

'lYE SCS(fPTfOt-J 

7 Whe neve.r ()..... CDV\+rc I c.o..rd h.Cd. 0... FID cc)de.. ~V\Cl+C~V\~ tk ISf'lOf(P~O NEWEI\JT A!. 
FrD (} F o.~, e. ';'\ t,.., t..V ~c "- ho. ~ bee. vi 0...( t ert..d ()./ ('{ c,-d. L,-) r. HDRP« 0 
CrQ().tes () ... V'le.w eV\+f'j c:--+ +k..L -+o..a-e~ of 13Ac,E AI3o...hd 
po •• ,h th<i... CHAaoJAD f,e.-Id. af t-he old €"f/\+:.J to flAA- o.ddreJl 
of +hc. V\l' .... v, T~ c...HAINAD fl'e...ld of th.L. iN e.V\t,.." is 
ze.o~d O,UT to.J"",d(('o .. +e.. +~cd it"$ he. IC.~T eV1+"'j ~e..-
lo"\'<) t {,~ iv +1.-'-'. s F ID c. lc~ SS, 

ALL E.l-Jr K y r tI t:> 1.E.. 'SE. r l.lP 8 The HODFLGfi~ld j'l tve.v"l bos~ fc fa(e, €I.,-f-f;Lis TUrY1e. d. SEiMo'D Atf. 
. 011\, 1"0 ",,\dl·c~+e +k~t AU .. TRB (0t.-;.+O:/V\s, e. re'1uire..d. 

5a...lI\.-\.ell""~ /Vl(Olv'l..-c\"+LOv\) lJTFLG- 1<:' O-/~Q turned 01-\, 

91)RfTAb eo~V)+s +0 tkJ;. O-ddr~s of -t{;..~ {" d" eVl-t"J '/1-\ BLDlcREF Aft-
BA~1 A6 I T~t.s o...d dre.s.s ,.:::, plo..(.e.d IV) 8e~R o.V'\.d 
fV\o\lc....d -+0 tj,..e,. ... " c.ov-.r.~~P.D.r\d.1~1 -1-1 'D ~ 10 ' i~ • 
XR£F-. I3P1R. {5 ,V\cI"eVJ..o,e: .. '\"fed. -to +k.c.. v-..ex..-t bc'iJZ.:t-c.."'te.-
evd ~ ~ c, v, d T:~ Ke k-+ CDvl'e..spuV\cL'''-'1 F/D ~'ot- I'"" X ~f-
I~ -fd 'L-<i I 1~'\1.S l':>I'x~,:,.s (0",+/1..,.(,)(...\ ulAh I +ke.,. 
0.. d <\ u€.. ~~ 0 ~V~t' 1 e ..... +,r'1 IV\, 0-AU:'1 AI';) ht,;;. ~ louV\ 
plo.ce..d 1",\ )(R.J<.·F· 

10 TLte E.P VlQ fll.-\e.. IS CDP(·e.,d frov'-'.. +he.. "At... fie Id IItt tEVUAL. 1'$TAU5E.D AK 
+0 ~(,..e.. AE.PNM fie Id of ALCTAI3" otker- fields ,~ ALLTA8 
CL ...... ~ o.~S.19V\~d. default vO-k.e~ c...t -thi~+jme..' ike... 
ALl..FlCr'IOI+ is tuV'~ed. 011'\ o-.ffer- .ft.,..Q.. AE..Ptv~ tleld~.1 
beeV\ ~+. 1't..u.. A(J~f."'D ~/~;S o...l)o tuvV\e6 oV), 'If Mol"'-(... 
+11\0..""" on./(. collltrol eo...rd il"'l +4 Se...+ ,..e'1'JI,..e~ +t.....Q.. (JSe... 
of ALLjA~ ') +lr-..L. Au~ED flo...'1r rout-f!... +-~ "-~'1ue-s+-
+0 t~ e·¥"-rrr- ~iV\.."'()U-t:- rou .I~ o ........ d fur+J......e,- pro-
ce~~tv\"~ e) t. J<!.- t- IS. te.rvv\l~o.... +e..d , 

,t Oef~ult-"o..(;...o.e..s . oJ Dt>flJt4) APAR.~ )ASHg o""d, ASMj" otnJok. AT 
O-Y~ ouVtr",d~ ~ rl:1U€~+~d., If t.~ U~Qr- 5f&..lft'e.s 0... 

PMPf(OC. Al SQi'V\bh''''j roJe) t-k Ac..-rSTA-r k>ir (~-I-uvl"\~d O~-+O 
elt1.c.. t~ +~ &;\../l e..v-.+~J s.c".,,'"'t=' 1jV'~ LouV\kr- A~tv1c., CKAUSE:P AK 

6L.1)Au" At::. 

12. W"'e.v-. I.SMD£.. ~ce(~ co"""frol '\ If exc..~~,s rL......- ISM~ CLRXRE.F .4 A-
ALL.l=L6- kJlr, rf t~s ~o·!.f;~ OVl !SHPe l~ds+k 
CJ S-€..-~ - SIJ-!-c-\'f,e.d. prOc..e..~~lnj'" rov+t"""-L.. 

-- --- ---- .-------



t .. 

.L--L-o:---.J---T~ 1 C.hec.X tor eXCt~s./Ve. KeyUJc)/"d S • 

32 END CA1<.t> P/<'OC£SSltJG-. 

"' ~ 

COMHUNI:ATIONS SET-UP 

3. Ph c~ c 0; l~ C r /-t d. Kt>r)()(j t..i[, ~J\ ,~ __ 

I.: l~r' .. ,.('I\IW+tO.,,·~ [~k)( 1::-. 

, 
. , i. 

AE. 

OlJTpuf 

STEtv'DCB 



3. 

33. PERFOIZ.MltJG- ACTUAL J)AIA-"KEvCCT(OI\J 

'END-POINT "DETECTOr{ 

7 C~c.k .. for eV\d a-t do.to.... 
re.duc..+1ov\ • 

OA-rA RE.DUCTION 1E~IIJATOft ' , 

8 Releo.se. e~'\d-dakc.l-o,
, lllAd proc.It.~~·'''''''5 MociuLR1. 

9 C he.(..k. For- ~are (o~+ .. o I 
, co..rds. 

~o Clos.e. da.+o... se..+.> 
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